The far-infrared -radio correlation connects star formation and magnetic fields in galaxies, and has been confirmed over a large range of far-infrared / radio luminosities, both in the local Universe and even at redshifts of z ∼ 2. Recent investigations indicate that it may even hold in the regime of local dwarf galaxies, and we therefore explore here the expected behavior in the regime of star formation surface densities below 0.1 M⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . We derive two conditions that can be particularly relevant for inducing a change in the expected correlation: a critical star formation surface density to maintain the correlation between star formation rate and the magnetic field, and a critical star formation surface density below which cosmic ray diffusion losses dominate over their injection via supernova explosions. For rotation periods shorter than 1.5 × 10
1/3
SFR , corresponding to a scaling of the non-thermal radio luminosity Ls with the infrared luminosity L th as L 4/3 th . The latter is expected to change when the above processes are no longer steadily maintained. In the regime of long rotation periods, we expect a transition towards a steeper scaling with Σ 2/3 SFR , implying Ls ∝ L
5/3
th , while the regime of fast rotation is expected to show a considerably enhanced scatter, as a well-defined relation between star formation and magnetic field strength is not maintained. The scaling relations above explain the increasing thermal fraction of the radio emission observed within local dwarfs, and can be tested with future observations by LOFAR as well as the SKA and its precursor radio telescopes.
Introduction
Over the last years, magnetic fields have been detected in a significant number of local dwarf galaxies. This includes prominent examples such as the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, Gaensler et al. 2005) , the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC, Mao et al. 2008) , and many additional examples such as NGC 4449 (Chyży et al. 2000) , NGC 1569 (Kepley et al. 2010) , NGC 6822 (Chyży et al. 2003) , IC 10 (Chyży et al. 2003; Heesen et al. 2011 ) and NGC 4214 (Kepley et al. 2011) . Chyży et al. (2011) pursued a dedicated investigation of radio emission and magnetic fields in an unbiased sample of 12 Local Group (LG) irregular and dwarf irregular galaxies yielding both detections and upper limits, while Roychowdhury & Chengalur (2012) employed the stacking technique to improve the sensitivity in the radio and to probe average properties of the radio emission for the faintest end of dwarf galaxies. A central result of both studies is that the magnetic fields in dwarf galaxies are about three times weaker than in normal spirals, with a typical field strength of < 4.2±1.8 µG as given by Chyży et al. (2011) . Both the detections and upper limits are consistent with the assumption that local dwarf galaxies lie on the far-infrared -radio correlation, with a typical scaling of the magnetic field strength B with the star formation surface density Σ 1/3 SFR .
The correlation between the far-infrared and radio fluxes was originally observed by van der Kruit (1973a,b,c) . Subsequent investigations have been pursued by de Jong et al. (1985) and Helou et al. (1985) , while the interpretation in terms of calorimeter models was pursued by Völk (1989) . Niklas & Beck (1997) proposed a detailed scenario in which the far-infrared -radio correlation emerges due to a relation between the magnetic field strength, the gas surface density and the star formation rate. In particular, it is well-known that the gas surface density is strongly correlated to star formation activity, as reflected in the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998; Kennicutt et al. 2008; Walter et al. 2008; Bigiel et al. 2011; Kennicutt & Evans 2012) .
Massive stars emit UV radiation absorbed by dust grains, and re-emitted in the infrared and far-infrared. In addition, the supernova explosions of massive stars inject both cosmic rays and turbulence into the interstellar medium. Such turbulence efficiently amplifies magnetic field via the small-scale dynamo (Kazantsev 1968; Subramanian 1999; Schekochihin et al. 2002; Schober et al. 2012; Federrath et al. 2011; Grete et al. 2015) , and as a result, the feedback from star formation provides the relevant ingredients to drive the radio emission (see e.g. Groves et al. 2003; Schleicher & Beck 2013 ).
The potential validity of the far-infrared -radio correlation even in dwarf galaxies was already suggested by Bell (2003) , as both the dust content in the dwarfs and the efficiency of non-thermal radio emission may decrease in a similar amount towards lower star formation rates. At that time, the correlation had been observationally established only for nearby spiral galaxies, including a sample of 1809 galaxies probed by Yun et al. (2001) , for which the correlation has been confirmed over 5 orders of magnitude in luminosity. More recent work by has shown that in fact both the escape of UV photons and cosmic rays from the galaxy may be correlated to the characteristic surface densities, and contributes to our overall understanding of the observations. It is worth noting that these correlations do not only hold on a global scale, but have further been confirmed within the galaxies via dedicated investigations (Dumas et al. 2011; Tabatabaei et al. 2013; Heesen et al. 2014) .
Recent studies by Murphy (2009) , Ivison et al. (2010) , Jarvis et al. (2010) , Sargent et al. (2010) and Casey et al. (2012) in fact provide evidence that the far-infrared -radio correlation holds at least until redshifts of z ∼ 2, and it also holds in the context of galaxy mergers (Drzazga et al. 2011) .
In addition, work by Miettinen et al. (2015) shows that the radio emitting region is more extended than the infrared emitting region at least in some cases. The latter is potentially consistent with Taffy-like systems (Condon et al. 2002) , mergers (Murphy 2013) or systems undergoing tidal interactions (Donevski & Prodanović 2015) , though we suggest that tidal tails as in the Antennae galaxies (Chyży & Beck 2004 ) may be the more frequent scenario. In the context of mergers, previous studies, e.g. Drzazga et al. (2011) have preferentially considered the impact of magnetic fields, while Lisenfeld & Völk (2010) pointed out the potential importance of particle acceleration. The latter requires rather high Mach numbers, which may not be available in the interstellar medium (Guo et al. 2014a) , or the Firehose instability, if the acceleration only concerns the electrons (Guo et al. 2014b) . In that case, a high plasma beta would be required, while current estimates indicate that it may be rather small (Beck 2015) .
The radio-infrared correlation holds for thermal and non-thermal (synchrotron) radio emission, though with different slopes. Thermal radio emission may dominate in dwarf galaxies (Roychowdhury & Chengalur 2012) and hence mask the relation between non-thermal and infrared emission. The interpretation requires a careful separation of both emission components, e.g. with the help of spectral index data, which is non-trivial and often not possible. Alternatively, the thermal radio emission is assumed to be linearly proportional to the infrared emission, although not all infrared emission is directly related to UV radiation from young stars. Only Hα emission can be safely assumed to be proportional to radio thermal emission, if extinction is properly corrected.
On theoretical grounds, it is expected that magnetic fields can be efficiently ampified even in small systems and at high redshift, due to the efficient amplification by turbulence (Arshakian et al. 2009; Wang & Abel 2009; Schleicher et al. 2010; de Souza & Opher 2010; Latif et al. 2013; Schober et al. 2013) , and it is thus conceivable that the far-infrared -radio correlation will be in place early on. As pointed out by Murphy (2009) , a potential difficulty is however the increasing strength of the cosmic microwave background at high redshift, enhancing the inverse Compton emission and providing an additional loss mechanism for the cosmic ray electrons. It is thus conceivable that the latter may lead to a modification or a breakdown of the correlation at very high redshift due to differences in the energy loss mechanisms of cosmic rays Schleicher & Beck 2013; Schober et al. 2015) .
In this paper, we explore whether a correlation between the far-infrared and radio emission can still be expected in dwarf galaxies, in particular in the limit of star formation surface densities below 0.1 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . In this respect, one needs to examine a couple of relevant issues. A first one concerns the behavior of star formation itself. In the sample explored by Chyży et al. (2011) , the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation appeared to hold even in the dwarf galaxy regime, while Roychowdhury et al. (2009) reported potential deviations towards lower star formation rates. Through dedicated spatially resolved investigations of star formation and the HI-dominated gas both in nearby spirals and dwarf irregular galaxies using the THINGS (Walter et al. 2008) and FIGGS (Begum et al. 2008 ) survey, Roychowdhury et al. (2015) have pursued a detailed comparison the the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation in both regimes, finding in particular that there is no dependence on the metallicity of the gas. It is therefore conceivable that this relation will hold in the dwarf galaxy regime, even though the scatter may potentially increase towards lower gas masses.
An important difference compared to spiral galaxies is that the rotation in local dwarfs may be substantially reduced, implying slow or more chaotic rotation with a low differential rotation (Chyży et al. 2003) . In the VLA-ANGST survey of 35 nearby dwarf galaxies, the lowest detected rotation velocities have been of the order 20 km/s. Through the Westerbork HI Survey of Spiral and Irregular Galaxies (WHISP), rotation curves have been measured for a sample of 62 galaxies, finding typical rotational velocities of 20 − 80 km/s on scales of a few disk scale lengths (Swaters et al. 2009 ). In general, a strong variation is found from dwarf to dwarf, and in some cases like NGC4449 (Theis & Kohle 2001 ) or IC 10 (Ashley et al. 2014 , the rotation curves have been explained by tidal interactions of disks with other dwarfs. The implications of the large diversity of dwarf galaxy rotation curves has therefore been discussed also in recent studies (Oman et al. 2015) .
In the radio regime, additional differences have been found compared to the typical conditions in local spirals, whose main properties were already described by Condon (1992) . In particular, while the fraction of thermal radio emission corresponds to about 8% for local spirals (Murphy et al. 2006 ), a non-thermal fraction of ∼ 50% has been reported recently by Roychowdhury & Chengalur (2012) in the dwarf galaxy regime. We will in fact show in this paper that such a behavior arises rather naturally due to the non-linear nature of the far-infrared -radio correlation.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we outline our overall modelling framework, which is employed to derive characteristic timescales both for dynamical processes within the dwarfs as well as the timescales for thermal and radio emission. These are employed to derive critical star formation surface densities, which are required for these processes to be maintained in a steady fashion.
In section 3, these results are employed to distinguish between four characteristic regimes of radio emission in the dwarf galaxies, and we discuss in particular the expected slope and the breakdown of the correlation at very low star formation rates. A discussion with our main conclusions is presented in section 4.
Model framework
In the following, we will outline our main model framework, starting with the basic assumptions (subsection 2.1) and including a more detailed framework for the formation of galactic winds (subsection 2.2). A discussion of relevant timescales for the dynamics, the thermal and radio emission is given in subsection 2.3 along with a derivation of critical star formation rates, which are presented and compared in subsection 2.3.4.
Basic assumptions
We assume that star formation in dwarf galaxies occurs in a disk of neutral HI gas with surface density Σ, radius R disk and height H. We further assume that the KennicuttSchmidt relation provides a valid description of the star formation law, so that the star formation surface density is given as
where C is a normalization constant and N ∼ 1.5 the slope of the relation. Considering the results by Chyży et al. (2011) , we adopt here
for the normalization. With these quantities, the amount of gas available for star formation is M gas ∼ R 2 disk πΣ, and the total star formation rate within the galaxy is given aṡ
The observed relation between non-thermal radio and infrared emission further suggest a relation between the magnetic field strength B and the star formation surface density Σ SFR of the form
where we determine the normalization constant C B from the investigation of Chyży et al. (2011) as
The height of the disk of the warm interstellar medium (ISM) results from the balance between the gravitational force, the turbulent pressure, thermal pressure, magnetic pressure and cosmic rays. The disk height H is then given as
where v th ∼ 10 km/s corresponds to the thermal velocity of the warm ISM, v t is the turbulent velocity and Ω K the angular velocity required to balance the gravitational force.
In general, we note that the disk height will be different depending on the ISM component that is considered, as the cold gas may have different turbulent and lower thermal velocities. We assume here equipartition between the magnetic energy density and cosmic rays, with the magnetic energy density given as a fraction ǫ B of the turbulent energy density. Indeed, observations have shown that the energy density of turbulence and the magnetic field are essentially comparable, implying ǫ B ∼ 1 (Beck 2007 (Beck , 2015 . The latter indicates that turbulence may play a central role in amplifying the magnetic field. Also in this paper, we will in the following assume approximate equipartition between magnetic and turbulent energy in the warm gas component, i.e. the component which predominantly gives rise to the observed radio emission. We particularly note that we focus here on the disordered component of the magnetic field, which yields the dominant contribution to the radio flux. For comparison, studies by Drzazga et al. (2016) have shown that the ordered component in the outer parts of the galaxy is also affected by tidal interactions. The density of the warm neutral gas can be estimated as Σ/2H. The typical density ratio between the ionized and neutral warm gas component is denoted as C HII/HI in the following, and we adopt a typical value of C HII/HI ∼ 2% following Tielens (2005) . The equipartition between turbulent and magnetic energy in the warm ionized gas can then be expressed as
With the order-of-magnitude scaling relation H ∼ v t /Ω K , the above expression can be simplified as
We can therefore solve for the turbulent velocity v t , and insert Eq. (4) as well as the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Eq. 1), yielding
Evaluating the disk height and turbulent velocity in this way, additional properties of the galaxy follow from the more detailed ISM model described in the next subsection. A central parameter is then the amount of rotation Ω K of the dwarf galaxy.
Wind model
The wind model adopted here is an extension of the framework developed by Shu et al. (2005) . They employed the multi-phase ISM model for supernova evolution by McKee & Ostriker (1977) and Efstathiou (2000) to construct a model for galactic winds in the context of starburst galaxies. A central assumption in their model is thus that 
wind full model wind thermal driving Fig. 1 . Wind velocity as a function of the star formation surface density. Shown are both the velocities for a thermally-driven wind (Eq. 16) and our full model including magnetic and cosmic-ray pressure (Eq. 20). As real dwarf galaxies show a relevant scatter in their typical field strength, we expect realistic cases to lie inbetween. the galactic porosity, i.e. the volume filling factor of the hot gas, which is formally defined via
is generally of order 1, with V hot the volume of the hot gas, V SFR the total volume of the star-forming system and f d ∼ 2H/R a correction factor for galactic disks. To generalize this point, we therefore adopt the expression derived by Clarke & Oey (2002) to parametrize the dependence of porosity on galaxy properties, which is given as
In the above, M ISM denotes the mass of the ISM, which we estimate via M ISM = R 2 disk πΣ, andṀ SFR denotes the star formation rate in the galaxy. The stellar mass here is not considered, as we only divide by the thermal energy of the warm ISM. The warm gas produced due to star formation is compared with the thermal energy of the warm ISM, adopting a thermal velocity of v th ∼ 10 km/s. Unless in the regime of extremely low star formation rates, we generally find P ∼ 1, consistent with previous results by Clarke & Oey (2002) .
We note that the expressions adopted here assume a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) , consistent with the assumption that about 5% of the stellar mass is in massive stars with more than 8 M ⊙ . The precise form of the IMF in dwarf galaxies is however a matter of ongoing debate. For instance, the results by Geha et al. (2013) for ultra-faint dwarf galaxies indicate that the IMF is more shallow than Salpeter in the mass range between 0.52 M ⊙ and 0.77 M ⊙ . On the other hand, a comparison of Hα and UV data suggests a deficient of high-mass stars below star formation rates of 0.003 M ⊙ yr −1 (Lee et al. 2009 ), in line with expectations of Weidner & Kroupa (2005) . For a generalization of the framework adopted here, all star formation rates or surface densities in the following may be considered to be multiplied by a factor ǫ hm /0.05. We note here in particular that a lower value of ǫ hm may imply that some of the relations discussed here could break down even earlier, or, in case of a gradual evolution of this parameter, a steepening of the far-infrared -radio relation would occur. In the absence of a more detailed knowledge, we will in the following however assume that the parameter is constant, and explore the corresponding results.
From the star formation surface density Σ SFR in the galaxy, we can estimate the star formation rate per unit volume asρ SFR = Σ SFR /2H. For the model of Shu et al. (2005) , we first need to calculate the supernova rate S −13 in units of 10 −13 pc −3 yr −1 . The latter is given as
where M ps denotes the required stellar mass to form at least one star massive enough to explode as a supernova. The latter is parametrized via M ps = 8 M ⊙ /ǫ hm , with ǫ hm ∼ 0.05 the mass fraction of massive stars (Kroupa 2002; Chabrier 2003) . From this expression, one can calculate the temperature of the hot gas in cavities as (Efstathiou 2000; Shu et al. 2005) :
with E 51 = 1 the typical energy of supernova explosions in units of 10 51 erg and γ = 2.5 the ratio of blast wave velocity to the isothermal sound speed of the hot phase in the case of strong shocks. The quantity f Σ parametrizes 
Turbulence injection timescale (or timescale of massive star formation) compared to turbulence dissipation timescale in dwarf galaxies with rotational velocities of 20 km/s, 40 km/s and 80 km/s. The timescales are shown as a function of star formation surface density. The critical star formation surface density is found to be ∼ 10 −5 M⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , with only a weak dependence of the rotational velocity. The size of the star-forming region is assumed to be 0.5 kpc.
the dependence on various properties of the ISM, including conductivity and minimum mass of the clouds. For most of them, we keep the standard parameters employed by Shu et al. (2005) , and consider in the following only the impact of the varying cold gas fraction f c = e −P . The latter yields
We note here that the final wind velocity will scale as f 0.145 Σ , and is therefore highly insensitive to the ISM parameters incorporated into f Σ . In a fully ionized gas, the isothermal sound speed is now given as
with k B the Boltzmann constant, m p the proton mass and µ the mean molecular weight. In the presence of a pure thermal driving, the wind velocity then follows as
where the factor Γ W ∼ √ 2.5 allows for some radiative cooling of the energy injected by the supernova, and the factor P −1/7 provides a correction in the limit of low porosity parameters developed by Shu et al. (2005) .
Here, we further aim to account for the role of magnetic and cosmic ray pressure in driving such winds. For this purpose, we note that Eq. (16) has been derived from the conservation of the specific enthalpy in the hot gas. We recall that the thermal enthalpy of the hot gas is given as H T = 5 3 E T , with E T its thermal energy. The magnetic enthalpy is given as H B = 2E B , with E B the magnetic energy, and the enthalpy of cosmic rays follows as H CR = 4 3 E CR , with E CR the cosmic ray energy. We assume here approximate equipartition between the energy in magnetic fields and cosmic rays, and our expression for the total enthalpy is then given as
The ratio E B /E T is evaluated using
where n h is the number density of the hot gas, which we evaluate as (Efstathiou 2000) n h = 4.3 × 10 −3 S 0.36
Considering thus the conservation of thermal, magnetic and cosmic ray enthalpy, the resulting wind velocity is given as
The resulting wind velocities both for the full model and the thermally-driven wind are illustrated in Fig. 1 . To understand the resulting behavior as a function of the star formation surface densitiy, we first note that the porosity P is close to 1 for most of the regime considered here, and we also assume a constant ratio E B /E T . The main variable through which the star formation surface density enters in the calculation is thus the isothermal sound speed C i given in Eq. (15), which depends on the temperature of the hot gas in ISM cavities given in Eq. (13). The latter scales with S 0.29 −13 , with S −13 ∝ Σ SFR /H. For a typical case with Kennicutt-Schmidt index N = 1, we have
SFR . The latter implies that the wind velocity changes over one order of magnitude when the star formation surface density changes by 7 orders of magnitude, consistent with the results in Fig. 1. 
Characteristic timescales
In this subsection, we evaluate characteristic timescales of the dwarf galaxies and their ISM to assess whether the farinfrared -radio relation can be maintained for low star formation rates. In the following, we distinguish between dynamical timescales, the timescale for the thermal emission and the timescales for radio emission and cosmic ray losses.
Dynamical timescales
Assuming that the disk height H corresponds to the size of the largest turbulent eddies, the timescale for the turbulent energy dissipation is given as
The balance between gravitational force and turbulent pressure within the vertical direction therefore implies that the turbulence dissipation time is comparable to the rotation period of the dwarf galaxy Ω −1 K , assuming that the vertical support of the disk is dominated by the turbulent energy, i.e. H ∼ Ω K /v t . We do not explicitly account here for the potential effects of differential rotation, which may change the rotation period as a function of radius, as we are predominantly interested in an order-of-magnitude estimate. For τ diss , we expect overall a very weak dependence on the star formation surface density, which in fact vanishes under the assumption that H ∼ v t /Ω K . Such a very weak dependence is indeed visible in Fig. 2 .
The injection of turbulent energy is closely linked to the formation of massive stars with at least 8 M ⊙ , which have a typical lifetime of about 55 million years. The formation rate of massive stars is given aṡ
with ǫ hm the mass fraction of massive stars introduced above. The characteristic timescale between the formation of two massive stars is then given as
corresponding to the characteristic timescale of turbulent energy injection. The resulting scaling with Σ −1 Fig. 2 . Now, a sufficient amount of turbulence in the galaxy can be maintained as long as τ hm < τ diss , implying that the turbulent energy is efficiently replenished by star formation. In the opposite case with τ hm > τ diss , the turbulence in the galaxy will decay before the next injection event. The latter implies the decay of turbulence and the decay of magnetic fields, implying that a relation such as B ∝ Σ 1/3 SFR cannot be maintained. In particular, one may expect a significant increase of the scatter depending on the state at which the dwarf galaxy will be observed.
From this condition, one can derive a critical gas surface density above which the turbulence injection timescale remains sufficiently small:
Using the Kennicutt-Schmidt-relation (Eq. 1), the latter can be translated into a critical star formation surface density, yielding
For a prelimary estimate, we adopt here a radius of R disk = 0.5 kpc for the size of the star forming region, and we investigate the turbulence injection and dissipation timescales for dwarf galaxies with rotational velocities of 20 km/s, 40 km/s and 80 km/s for the star-forming region. The critical star formation surface density is found to be ∼ 10 −5 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , with only a weak dependence of the rotational velocity. The more detailed results are given in Fig. 2 . We further explore the impact of different powerlaw slopes N in the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation, as shown in Fig. 3 , and find only a weak dependence on the form of the relation. The same is true for changes in the normalization of the relation by up to a factor of 10.
Timescales for thermal emission
Our considerations so far have predominantly concerned the dynamics in the galaxy and whether they can maintain a power-law relation between star formation and the magnetic field strength. However, to maintain the observed farinfrared -radio correlation, the star formation rate needs to be translated into thermal emission from dust grains, while the radio emission is due to cosmic ray synchrotron emission in the magnetic field. The infrared emission is due to thermal emission of dust grains, and the corresponding timescale is the cooling time of the dust. It can be shown that the latter is almost independent of the grain-size, and mostly depends on the dust temperature (Krügel 2008) . Assuming a dust temperature of 10 K, the cooling time corresponds to ∼ 10 4 yrs, and is even shorter for larger dust temperatures. The latter implies that the radiation of massive stars deposited onto dust grains is radiated away very quickly. However, the thermal energy of the grains is replenished during the lifetime of the massive stars, which is of the order 50 × 10 6 yrs for a star with 8 solar masses. Considering Figs. 2 and 3, we find that the timescale for massive star formation becomes longer than the lifetime of a massive star for a star formation surface density of ∼ 3 × 10 −5 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , considering our reference model with R disk = 0.5 kpc. We can further generalize this requirement for arbitrary sizes of the star forming region, yielding a critical star formation surface density for the thermal emission as
For star formation surface densities lower than 10 −6 M ⊙ kpc − 2 yr −1 , assuming a star-forming region of 1 kpc and ǫ hm ∼ 0.05, a constant thermal emission cannot be maintained, leading to strong fluctuations in 
Turbulence injection timescale (or timescale of massive star formation) compared to turbulence dissipation timescale in dwarf galaxies for different Kennicutt-Schmidt relations as a function of the star formation surface density. We adopt here a reference case with N = 1.5 as well as two additional cases with N = 1 and N = 2. The size of the star forming region is assumed to be 0.5 kpc, the rotational velocity 40 km/s. We find that the critical star formation surface density has no strong dependence on the precise form of the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation. Characteristic timescales for cosmic ray loss mechanisms for a reference model with R disk = 0.5 kpc and a rotational velocity of 20 km/s of the star-forming region. Shown are in particular the injection timescale of the cosmic rays, defined as the timescale for massive star formation, the adiabatic losses both for a full and a thermally-driven wind model, the timescale for cosmic ray diffusion and for synchrotron losses. The dominant loss mechanism in this regime is due to the full wind model, while cosmic ray diffusion would imply a transition for lower star formation rates. Injection timescales longer than the characteristic timescales for losses may induce significant fluctuations in the non-thermal radio emission. We note that the cosmic ray diffusion timescale implicitly assumes an observed frequency of 1 GHz, while higher-frequency observations may probe more energetic cosmic rays with shorter diffusion times. the far-infrared -radio correlation. A steepening of the initial mass function (IMF) at very low star formation rates may somewhat change this transition, and in that case a breakdown of continuous thermal emission might occur even earlier. Understanding such an effect however requires a better understanding of star formation in this regime.
From a comparison with Eq. 25, we note that the condition becomes relevant for Ω −1 K,therm < 5 × 10 7 yr, as then the continuous thermal emission breaks down while the re-
SFR is still maintained. In the opposite case, a breakdown of the relation between B and Σ SFR may occur while still having a steady thermal emission. The rotation rate of the galaxy is thus a key parameter in regulating this transition.
Timescales for radio emission
In the following, we will assess the characteristic timescales for radio emission and cosmic ray energy losses and their impact on the far-infrared -radio correlation. The timescale for the synchrotron emission can be expressed as (Murphy 2009 )
where ν c is the characteristic frequency of emission of cosmic rays with an energy E. These quantities are related via (Murphy 2009 )
In the following, we will consider the synchrotron emission of cosmic rays with a characteristic frequency of 1 GHz, and we evalute the magnetic field strength assuming the observed relation B ∝ Σ 1/3 SF R (Eq. 4). This timescale, along with other characteristic timescales introduced below, is shown in Figs. 4-6 for dwarf galaxies with a star forming region of R disk = 0.5 kpc and rotational velocities of 20 km/s, 40 km/s and 80 km/s. In particular, the synchrotron timescale does not depend on the amount of rotation, it decreases with Σ SFR and is considerably larger than the other timescales. We can therefore conclude that the cosmic ray abundance will not be significantly depleted via synchrotron emission.
An additional effect which can be relevant are the inverse Compton losses of the non-thermal electrons. Considering the inverse Compton scattering due to the cosmic microwave background (CMB), it can be shown that the latter becomes important at a critical field strength (Murphy 2009; Schleicher & Beck 2013 )
As the magnetic field strength B scales approximately as Σ 1/3 SFR (cf. Eq. 4), we expect that inverse Compton losses become relevant in dwarf galaxies. Comparing the Eq. (4) with Eq. (29), these losses are expected to become dominant for star formation surface densities below 0.005 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . In this regime, the expected synchrotron flux should thus be corrected by a factor
SFR (Murphy 2009 ), implying a steeper decrease of the non-thermal radio emission at very low star formation rates.
In the presence of further cosmic ray loss mechanisms with timescales shorter than the characteristic timescale for the injection, the cosmic rays will be depleted very efficiently, inducing an even steeper scaling relation, along with significant fluctuations in the non-thermal radio emission with peaks occuring at the events of cosmic ray injection. In particular, the cosmic rays will be depleted through diffusion processes in the interstellar medium. Typical values of the diffusion coefficients range from 3 × 10 27 cm 2 s −1 (Mulcahy et al. 2014 ) to 2 × 10 29 cm 2 s −1 (Heesen et al. 2009) , and may depend both on the magnetic field strength and the alignment of the magnetic fields. We adopt here a typical diffusion coefficient of D E = 2×10 28 cm 2 s −1 , which is characteristic for cosmic ray energies of 1 GeV and which allows us to assess the potential relevance of the diffusion (Murphy 2009 ). The characteristic diffusion timescale of the cosmic rays is then given as
where we assumed that the shortest pathway for the cosmic rays to diffuse out of the galaxy is along the disk height. Assuming observations at a fixed frequency of 1 GHz, the energy of the cosmic rays providing the main contribution to the synchrotron emission is expected to weakly increase with decreasing magnetic field strength, potentially increasing the diffusion coefficient by a factor of 2-3. We however neglect that here in the light of the overall uncertainties. Another potential uncertainty in this timescale corresponds to the cosmic ray streaming instability (McKenzie & Webb 1984) , as the typical Alfven time
is comparable to the escape time by diffusion. The interaction of such processes thus should be treated in more detail via numerical simulations.
With our simplified assumption, the diffusion timescale here depends on the rotational velocity, as the latter influences the scale height of the disk. For a rotational velocity of 20 km/s, it is evident from Fig. 4 that the diffusion timescale becomes shorter than the injection timescale at a star formation surface density of ∼ 7×10 −7 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . In case of a rotational velocity of 40 km/s, this transition occurs at about 10 −5 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 (Fig. 5) , and for a rotational velocity of 80 km/s at about 10 −4 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 (Fig. 6) . The rotational velocity therefore has a strong impact on the transition, predominantly as it implies a flatter structure potentially enhancing the escape. We note that the plots showing the diffusion timescale implicitly assume an observed frequency of 1 GHz. Higher-frequency observations could probe more energetic cosmic rays, implying shorter diffusion times. From a comparison with Eq. 23, we can derive a critical star formation surface density below which the cosmic ray diffusion becomes relevant. In this regime, the cosmic rays will be strongly depleted after the ejection event, implying that the radio emission cannot be maintained. The critical rate is given as
implying an increasing critical star formation rate of larger disk heights. Observationally the latter may be estimated from a measurement of the turbulent velocity v t and the rotation rate Ω K , thus yielding H ∼ v t /Ω K . We further note that this process will depend on the cosmic ray energy, as more energetic cosmic rays have larger diffusion coefficients, and longer diffusion times. We therefore expect that observations at higher frequencies will allow to correct for the effect of cosmic ray diffusion and probe whether a relation between the star formation rate and the magnetic field is still maintained. From a comparison of Eq. 32 with Eq. 25, a critical point corresponds to the regime where Ω −1 K = 2.4 × 10 6 yr (H/kpc) 2 . Using H ∼ v t /Ω K , the latter yields a critical transition at
or, focusing on the dependence of the scale height of the disk,
For smaller angular velocities, the continuous radio emission may break down due to cosmic-ray diffusion even if the correlation between the magnetic field and the star formation rate is still maintained. This behavior can be inverted in the regime of fast rotation, where cosmic ray diffusion losses are expected to become relevant only after the breakdown of the correlation between the star formation rate and the magnetic field. We may further compare with the expression for the critical star formation rate for thermal emission (Eq. 26), leading to the critical condition that
In the regime of large disk heights, the thermal emission thus breaks down before the radio emission, while the inverse behavior is found for very thin disks. Finally, we will consider adiabatic expansion losses due to galactic winds. The characteristic timescale can be estimated via (Murphy 2009) 
For the latter, we employ the detailed wind model outlined in subsection 2.2, and we will both consider the effects of thermally-driven winds (Eq. 16) as well as our full model including magnetic field and cosmic-ray pressure (Eq. 20). The effect of the wind model again has a strong dependence on the disk height of the galaxy, and thus its rotational velocity. In the reference case with a rotational velocity of 20 km/s (Fig. 4) , cosmic ray diffusion is less efficient than the effects of the thermal wind model, though comparable within an order of magnitude at the star formation surface density where it becomes comparable to the timescale for injection events. Including magnetic and cosmic ray pressure enhances the wind and implies a depletion of the cosmic rays already at a star formation rate of ∼ 10 −5 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . For a rotational velocity of 40 km/s (Fig. 5) , the effects of the thermal wind model and cosmic ray diffusion are essentially comparable, while magnetically driven winds would be even more efficient. Finally at rotational velocities of 80 km/s (Fig. 6) ,cosmic ray diffusion is comparable to the effects of the full wind model.
Our results thus suggest that adiabatic losses by the wind can be particularly relevant in the regime of low rotation and large disk heights. From these results, it appears that the presence of a magnetically driven wind could change the critical star formation rate for cosmic ray depletion by at most an order of magnitude.
Critical star formation surface densities
From the considerations above, we have derived a set of critical star formation surface densities which describe the transition between different physical regimes in the dwarf galaxy and its ISM. Equation (25) describes the condition under which the turbulence injection time remains larger than its decay time, implying that turbulence and turbulent magnetic field structures can be maintained and will be correlated with the star formation rate in the galaxy. This timescale depends in particular on the size of the starforming region R disk and the angular velocity Ω K , which can be expressed as v rot /R disk . Equation (26) denotes the critical star formation rate above which continuous thermal emission can be maintained in the galaxy, as the characteristic timescale for massive star formation is shorter than the typical lifetime of massive stars. This timescale depends essentially on the size of the star-forming region. Finally, equation (32) denotes the critical star formation surface density for which the timescale for diffusion losses becomes comparable to the injection timescale of cosmic rays. This condition is therefore important to allow for continuous radio emission. The critical rate depends in particular on the size of the star-forming region and the disk height H.
To assess the relative importance of the different critical star formation surface densities, they are plotted as a function of R disk in Fig. 7-8 , considering typical rotational velocities v rot = 20, 40, 80 km/s and disk scale heights H = 0.5, 1, 2 kpc. In particular for large star-forming regions, the dominant mechanism leading to a break-down of the far-infrared -radio correlation is cosmic ray diffusion, however with critical values of ∼ 10 −6 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , which are difficult to observe. The critical values are significantly enhanced for more compact star-forming regions, scaling approximately as R −2 disk , with characteristic values of about ∼ 10 −4 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 for R disk = 0.5 kpc. In this case, the critical values due to cosmic ray diffusion and due to the comparison of turbulence injection and dissipation time are about equally important. The critical star formation rate to maintain thermal emission, on the other hand, never appears to be responsible for a critical transition, as the lifetime of massive stars is still long enough for other processes to become relevant earlier.
We note again that the critical star formation surface density for cosmic ray diffusion implicitly assumes observations at a frequency of 1 GHz. Observations at higher frequencies will probe more energetic cosmic rays and imply shorter timescales for cosmic ray diffusion, potentially increasing the critical star formation rate to maintain the injection events at a high enough rate.
The slope of the far-infrared -radio correlation
The synchrotron emission from an ensemble of relativistic electrons of energy E at a frequency ν is generally given as
where dE/dt describes the synchrotron emission of the individual electrons and N (E) denotes the number of electrons at energy E. The losses of the individual electrons are directly proportional to the magnetic energy density U B = B 2 /8π. In spiral galaxies, the injection timescale of cosmic rays is considerably smaller than the timescale for synchrotron losses, cosmic ray diffusion, losses by winds or other effects like inverse Compton scattering (see e.g. Murphy 2009 ). In this regime, the amount of cosmic rays that can be maintained in the galaxy corresponds to equipartition with the magnetic field, implying U B = U CR , as for larger amounts of cosmic rays, the cosmic ray pressure will exceed the pressure from the magnetic field, leading to expansion and an effective loss of the cosmic rays from the galaxy. In this regime, we thus have N (E) ∝ B 2 /8π, and thus
SFR , where we assumed that B ∝ Σ A comparison of the critical star formation surface density to maintain the relation between star formation and the magnetic field, given via Eq. 25, with the critical star formation rate to maintain thermal emission, given via Eq. 26. Critical star formation surface densities are given as functions of the size of the star-forming region. Explored are characteristic parameters for the rotational velocity of 20, 40, 80 km/s. For large star-forming regions, the critical star formation rate to maintain thermal emission eventually exceeds the critical star formation rate to maintain the correlation between star formation and the magnetic field. A comparison with Fig. 8 however shows that the radio emission will break down even earlier in this regime due to cosmic-ray diffusion losses. SFR,diff H=0.5 kpc SFR,diff H=1 kpc SFR,diff H=2 kpc SFR,crit v rot =40 km/s Fig. 8 . A comparison of the critical star formation surface density for cosmic ray diffusion, given via Eq. 32, with the critical star formation rate to maintain the relation between star formation and magnetic field. Critical star formation surface densities are given as functions of the size of the star-forming region. We adopt here a characteristic rotational velocity of 20, 40, 80 km/s, and explore values of the disk scale height of 0.5, 1, 2 kpc. The largest critical values can be obtained for more compact star-forming regions. The relative importance of both processes is found to sensitively depend on both quantities. We note that the critical star formation rate for cosmic ray diffusion implicitly assumes observations at 1 GHz, while higher-frequency observations will probe more energetic cosmic rays, potentially implying a larger critical star formation rate. H=0.1 kpc H=0.25 kpc H=0.5 kpc Fig. 9 . Ratio of the non-thermal radio (∼ 2.64 GHz) to thermal infrared (∼ 60 µm) surface brightness, normalized for NGC 4449 adopting the values of Chyży et al. (2011) , as a function of the star formation surface density. We assume a size of the star-forming region of 0.5 kpc, and explore values for the disk height of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 kpc, which influence the critical star formation surface density concerning the relevance of cosmic-ray diffusion losses (Eq. 32). The transition illustrated here is relevant in the regime of slow rotation defined via Eq. (34), where cosmic-ray diffusion effects become relevant before the relation between magnetic field strengths and star formation surface density breaks down.
the more general case with a synchrotron spectral index α different from 1, one may expect a scaling as B 3+α , while we note that the currently observed value α = 0.7 ± 0.2 is consistent with the above relation in the 2Σ range. The ratio of non-thermal to thermal emission is therefore expected to scale as
as the thermal emission is expected to be proportional to the star formation rate. In this derivation, we have so far assumed that synchrotron emission is the main loss mechanism for the cosmic rays, and we assumed that galaxies are optically thick to the UV emission of the stars, implying that the energy is trapped and converted to thermal emission of the dust grains. As we have shown in section 2.3.3, inverse Compton losses may start to become relevant at star formation surface densities of ∼ 0.005 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , leading to an additional factor Σ 2/3 SFR in the scaling of the non-thermal radio emission at very low star formation rates.
To take into account the potential effect of optically thin dust opacities for the UV, we adopt here a typical UV dust opacity of κ d ∼ 300 cm 2 g −1 (Tielens 2005) . The effects of the optically thin regime thus start to become relevant for surface densities of ∼ 1.5 × 10 7 M ⊙ kpc −2 . From the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Eq. 1) with N ∼ 3/2, the latter corresponds to a star formation surface density of ∼ 0.002 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . Within the uncertainties present here, this correction thus becomes relevant in the same regime in which the inverse Compton losses also become relevant. To correct for this effect, the thermal emission should be multiplied with a factor proportional to the dust
In the typical case of N = 3/2, we thus have a correction factor of Σ 2/3 SFR , and the corrections from both effects essentially cancel, so we expect that Eq (38) is still valid in this regime. Even for the extreme cases N = 1 or N = 2, we note that the corrections would be small, corresponding to a dependence of the form Σ ±1/6 SFR , i.e. a very weak change in the dependence on Σ SFR . We note that this canceling can also be understood in terms of a decreasing efficiency of star formation tracers, as previously described by Bell (2003) .
The scaling relation given in Eq. (38) is both expected (and observed) for the ratio of non-thermal to thermal radio emission, as well as for the ratio of non-thermal radio emission to thermal emission in the infrared or far-infrared, as the thermal component is always proportional to the star formation rate. The latter implies a non-linear farinfrared -radio correlation with a logarithmic slope of 4/3, i.e. L s ∝ L 4/3 th (Niklas & Beck 1997) . From the shape of Eq. (38), it is further evident that the ratio of non-thermal to thermal emission decreases with decreasing star formation rates. This is consistent with recent observations by Roychowdhury & Chengalur (2012) of non-thermal radio fractions of up to 50% in dwarf galaxies, in contrast to typical thermal fractions of ∼ 8% in spirals (Niklas 1997; Murphy et al. 2006) . Potential deviations from such a trend could potentially occur due to a steepening of the IMF at very low star formation rates, which would reduce the thermal emission, but also the injection of the cosmic rays. We however assume here that such effects do not yet occur in the regime where equipartition between cosmic rays and magnetic fields can be efficiently maintained. The total to thermal radio flux density ratio as a function of the star formation rate. The evolution of the slope is eveluated from Eqs. (38, 39), assuming a transition at the critical star formation rate given via Eq. 32. We assume a size of the star-forming region of 0.5 kpc, and explore values for the disk height of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 kpc. The normalization of the flux ratios assumes a thermal-to-non-thermal flux ratio of 8% for a star formation rate of 0.1 M⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . The plot assumes a typical radio frequency of ∼ 1 GHz.
While a change of the thermal fraction may already be expected on the grounds given above, we will further illustrate below that also the slope of the far-infrared -radio correlation, or correspondingly, the slope of the thermal to non-thermal radio emission, will change with decreasing star formation rate. For this purpose, we need to consider the regime where cosmic ray injection becomes less efficient, so that a state of equipartition with the magnetic field is not reached. In particular, when the timescale for cosmic ray losses via diffusion or galactic winds becomes shorter than the injection timescale, i.e. the formation timescale of massive stars, the cosmic ray abundance in the galaxy will start decreasing. As we have shown in section 2.3.3 that cosmic ray diffusion and adiabatic losses through winds are yielding roughly similar results, we will in the following focus on losses via cosmic ray diffusion, which are relevant below the critical star formation surface density given in Eq. (32), with a strong dependence both on the size of the star-forming region R disk and the disk scale height H.
In this regime, the amount of cosmic rays will be dictated by the injection, implying that their number N (E) scales as N (E) ∝ Σ SFR . In this case, the ratio of nonthermal to thermal emission scales as
Under these conditions, the magnetic field strength B depends on the rotation rate of the galaxy. As shown in section 2.3.3, there is a critical rotation rate Ω K,diff (Eq. 34) above which the relation between magnetic field and star formation rate is still maintained, while this relation is no longer valid for lower values of the rotation rate. In terms of the critical star formation rates derived above, one may thus distinguish between the following regimes:
-high star formation rates with Σ SFR > Σ SFR,crit and
-low star formation rates and low rotation,
-low star formation rates and strong rotation, Σ SFR < Σ SFR,crit and Σ SFR > Σ SFR,diff ,
-very low star formation rates with Σ SFR < Σ SFR,crit and
-very low star formation rates with Σ SFR < Σ SFR,therm . The first case is the regime of spiral galaxies, which we described in Eq. (38). In the regime of low star formation and low rotation, the ratio of non-thermal to thermal emission can be described via Eq. (39), and a correlation B ∝ Σ 1/3 SFR can still be expected. In this case, we have
implying a scaling of L s ∝ L
5/3
th and a change in the slope of the far-infrared -radio correlation by 1/3 on a logarithmic scale. In this regime, the ratio thus decreases more steeply with Σ SFR , and the thermal fraction will be further enhanced towards low star formation rates. The latter is consistent with the current stacking results by Roychowdhury & Chengalur (2012) .
The latter is given in Fig. 9 for a characteristic case with R disk = 0.5 kpc and disk scale heights of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 kpc, with a normalization of the relation obtained via NGC 4449, as the latter lies well onto the L 2.64 GHz − L 60 µm relation given by Chyży et al. (2011) . While our results related to Critical Rotation Rate Fig. 11 . The critical rotation rate Ω K,diff of the dwarf galaxy as a function of the disk scale height H, as given in Eq. (34), to distinguish between the regime of low star formation and high rotation and the regime of low star formation and low rotation. In the former regime, we still expect a valid but steeper far-infrared -radio correlation, while in the limit of low rotation, the correlation between star formation and the magnetic field will break down before cosmic ray diffusion becomes relevant. The critical rotation rate adopted here implicitly assumes observations at 1 GHz due to the diffusion timescale of the cosmic rays. Observations at higher frequencies will probe more energetic electrons, implying shorter diffusion times, and a larger critical rotation rate.
cosmic ray diffusion have been arrived assuming a frequency of 1 GHz, we note that the characteristic electron energy scales as E ∝ ν 1/2 c , and the cosmic ray diffusion coefficient has a weak scaling ∝ E 1/2 . Overall, the difference in frequency thus introduces only a factor of 1.3 difference with respect to cosmic ray diffusion. We also note that our results have a predominantly illustrative character, and the typical scatter in this relations needs to be taken into account, implying a variation by at least a factor of 3.
With the assumptions adopted here, the steepening occurs at a star formation surface density of ∼ 3 × 10 −5 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , with some spread depending on the scale height of the disk. We also show the ratio of the total to thermal radio emission in Fig. 10 . For normalization purposes, we have adopted a characteristic value of 8% for the ratio of thermal to non-thermal radio emission at a star formation surface density of 0.1 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 (see Murphy et al. 2006 , for the thermal fraction in spiral galaxies). The figure shows a substantial decrease of the total to thermal emission as a function of the star formation rate, with a flattening towards a value of 1 at very low star formation rates. The slope of this ratio changes at the critical star formation rate given in Eq. (34), and the details of the transition depend on the properties of the dwarf galaxy. As the distinction between this and the subsequent regime of low rotation depends on the critical rotation rate, the latter quantity is given in Fig. 11 .
We note that the star formation rates for which we expect changes in the slope may also depend on the observed frequency, as cosmic ray diffusion becomes more efficient at larger observed frequencies, implying shorter diffusion times. High-frequency observations may thus be able to probe this transition already at higher star formation rates. At the same time, we note that the normalization of the thermal-to-non-thermal flux density ratio may be frequency dependent, and may require further exploration.
In the regime of low star formation rates and high rotation, there is no longer a correlation between star formation rate and magnetic field strength. The ratio of non-thermal to thermal emission can still be described by Eq. (39), but the magnetic field strength may be significantly decreased as a result of turbulent decay. In general, the latter is expected to significantly decrease the radio emission, while in a few cases with very recent injection, the non-thermal emission can be comparable to the case of low star formation and high rotational velocities. Quite generally, we expect here a significant amount of scatter, including many non-detections, and potentially a few number of detections of non-thermal emission.
In the case with very low star formation rates below Σ SFR,crit and Σ SFR < Σ SFR,diff , the correlation between star formation and magnetic field is broken, and cosmic ray diffusion is very efficient, rapidly removing any cosmic rays that might be ejected. In this regime, we do not expect a relevant or detectable non-thermal component, and no signs of a far-infrared -radio correlation should be detectable. We expect that the corresponding dwarfs can be detected only via thermal emission. Continuous thermal emission is expected to eventually break down below Σ SFR < Σ SFR,therm .
Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the far-infrared -radio correlation in dwarf galaxies and its potential evolution in the regime of low star formation rates. As a starting point, we have assessed under which conditions a correlation between the magnetic field strength and the star formation rate can be maintained through the continuous injection of turbulence, leading to the definition of a critical star formation rate required for the injection of a sufficient amount of turbulent energy (Eq. 25). The latter will ensure magnetic field amplification via the small-scale dynamo (e.g. Kazantsev 1968; Schekochihin et al. 2002; Schober et al. 2012) , which happens on short timescales and effectively ensures that the magnetic field strength is coupled to the star formation rate. Considering a typical size of the star-forming region of 1 kpc, this relation will break down at critical star formation surface densities of 10 −5 − 10 −6 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 depending on the amount of rotation. We also derived a critical star formation rate to ensure continuous thermal emission in the galaxy, which results from the requirement that the timescale of massive star formation should be smaller than the typical lifetime of massive stars. This criterion has been developed in Eq. 26, even though our comparison has shown that it is likely not relevant in practice. Assuming a star-forming region of 1 kpc and a 5% fraction of massive stars, the resulting star formation surface density corresponds to ∼ 10 −6 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 . We further explored the dominant loss mechanisms for cosmic rays in the galaxy, which have a major impact on the non-thermal radio emission and its dependence on the star formation rate. In particular, we derived a critical star formation surface density for the importance of cosmic ray diffusion losses given by Eq. (32), below which the injection time of cosmic rays becomes larger than the timescale for diffusion losses, thus strongly reducing the amount of cosmic rays in the galaxy. Assuming a star-forming region of 1 kpc, these effects become relevant for star formation surface densities of 10 −4 − 10 −6 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , depending on the scale height of the disk. Overall, the critical star formation surface density for this transition thus appears higher than the corresponding transition for the thermal emission. We have compared the cosmic-ray diffusion losses with the losses due to cosmic winds, adopting both the thermallydriven wind model by Shu et al. (2005) as well as a generalized model accounting for the effect of cosmic rays and magnetic fields as potential driving agents. Depending on the amount of rotation in the galaxy, we have found that the losses from winds can become relevant at somewhat higher or lower star formation rates compared to the cosmic ray diffusion processes, but do not change dramatically the details of the transition.
From a comparison of these results, we have shown that the critical star formation surface densities for the maintainance of turbulence (Eq. 25) and for the relevance of cosmic-ray diffusion (Eq. 32) are most relevant for introducing a potential breakdown in the far-infrared -radio correlation. Which of the transitions occurs first depends on the rotation rate of the dwarf and the scale height of the disk, and can be expressed in terms of a critical rotation rate given in Eq. (34), corresponding to rotation period of 1.5 × 10 7 yrs for a galaxy with scale height of 1 kpc. We note in particular that cosmic-ray diffusion losses become relevant before the breakdown of the magnetic field -star formation surface density relation in the case of low rotation. Whether the rotation period is above or below the critical value thus regulates the further evolution of the far-infrared -radio correlation in the regime of low star formation rates.
We have determined four different regimes employing the conditions derived above. In the limit of high star formation rates above the critical star formation surface densities mentioned above, we have shown that the ratio of nonthermal radio to far-infrared / infrared luminosity should scale as Σ 1/3 SFR , as we expect that the cosmic ray abundance is limited by the strength of the magnetic field, effectively enforcing equipartition, implying a scaling of the cosmic-ray abundance with B 2 and of the overall non-thermal emission as B 4 or Σ 4/3 SFR , typically above a star formation surface density of ∼ 10 −6 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 for a star-forming region of 1 kpc.
For lower star formation rates in the limit of low rotation (below the critical value in Eq. 34), the correlation between magnetic field strength and star formation will still be in place, but cosmic ray diffusion losses will start becoming efficient. As a result, the cosmic ray abundance in galaxies will no longer reach equipartition with the magnetic field strength, but is instead expected to be proportional to the injection rate, i.e. the rate of star formation. In this regime, it can then be shown that the ratio of non-thermal radio to far-infrared / infrared luminosity will scale as Σ 2/3 SFR , implying a steeper decrease with decreasing star formation rate. Such steepening may be expected below typical star formation surface densities of 3×10 −5 M ⊙ kpc −2 yr −1 , with some dependence both on the size of the star-forming region and the scale height of the disk.
On the other hand, in the regime of low star formation rates and rotation rates above the before-mentioned critical value, the cosmic ray diffusion losses are not yet significant, but the correlation between the magnetic field strength and the star formation rate is expected to break down, as a steady injection of turbulence cannot be maintained, leading to the dissipation both of turbulence and the magnetic fields. As a result, one may expect significant non-thermal emission only in those sources with recent injection events, and otherwise no significant emission in the vast majority of sources. Finally, for star formation rates both below the critical rates for turbulence driving and cosmic-ray diffusion, it is clear that the correlation is broken down due to both mechanism.
Overall, we therefore expect modifications of the farinfrared -radio correlation in the regime of low star formation rates, which will be particularly relevant for future observations with the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) 1 and its Key Science Project on "The Origin and Evolution of Cosmic Magnetism". Its precursors and pathfinders such as LOFAR 2 , MeerKAT 3 and ASKAP 4 are in fact already in the process of further probing magnetic field structures in local dwarf galaxies, as in the LOFAR Key Science Project on "Cosmic Magnetism of the Nearby Universe" . Such dedicated investigations will be particularly valuable to determine the frontiers of cosmic magnetism and the origin of magnetic fields in galaxies.
